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SVT Securities Special Report 
Earth Situation Post Ascension 2012 - 2019 

 

Earth was a strange place these days.  Trapped between fear 

and enlightenment, a usual and necessary stage when a planet 

first ascended.  The energy came down, charkas opened, knowledge 

flew freely but not all minds were ready to handle it.  

Processing still had to be completed, lessons learned, journey's 

taken.  Usually this journey was accompanied by assistance, but 

the Galactic Federation was MIA and no one was sent to help the 

souls of planet Earth.  

It was a time of chaos and enlightenment. Tolerance a gift or 

a curse depending upon how one looked at it and duality was in 

full effect.  

Very few countries had kept their identity, no place hit 

harder than the rest. The United States simply wasn't after 

December 21st. Everything split right down the middle, 

communities either became united and started working together 

for a common good or they descended into chaos and fear. 

Governments were torn apart overnight, members of Congress 

walked out, or people literally stopped listening and 

acknowledge governmental authority. Armies simply stopped 

fighting. No one was quite sure what to do yet, the only thing 

that could be agreed upon was that what they were currently 

doing couldn't continue.  

The good news was that buildings blocks had been set. In more 

instances than not, people came together to help each other.  In 

the six months that followed, Earth Ships and the Venus Project 

were helping supply neighbors and larger cities with more 

efficient sustainable houses. Local Farmers saw a boom in 

business and farmers markets usually only see once a week began 
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a daily occurrence. Less lawns and more gardens. Soldiers that 

returned home, banded together to protect their homes, though 

there was more working and less fighting.  Real democratic 

processes began unfolding, and the General Assemblies that were 

seen at work during the Occupy Protests were brought back to 

life as communities took power away from corporate elected 

officials and brought it back to themselves. Several fortune 

five hundred companies tanked within three months.  The oil and 

car industry were hit hard, while the solar and renewable 

industries boomed.   

It wasn’t all roses.  There were some areas in the US and 

other places around the world that were quarantined entirely 

because they had become so violent or remained stuck in old 

patterns. SVT Securities called them red zones. The oddity 

seemed to be that those areas didn’t spread out. Occasionally 

there would be what were called border skirmishes that usually 

occurred when someone inside these areas was trying to leave. 

By 2019… 


